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X
IFTRODUCTIOM

toxic aerosols.
been seriously questioned.

The toxicity levels withlimitations to bo plseed upon their use.

which wo are concerned in nuclear processes are often several orders

of magnitude more restrictive than the level for load. To illustrate,

nonHradioaotivo beryllium la considered to bo 1OO times more toxio 

more toxio on a weight basis. With exposures to these as posalbls 

methods whereby they are used may bo improved.

In addition, the possible leakage characteristics inherent in the 

nature of the faoo seal in half masks or even in full faoe masks raise

ultra types

obtained in existing performance scbedu.es.

- 1 -

Dust and gas masks and respirators have boon an effective method 

under certain environmental conditions to reduce the inhalation of

materials not significantly sort toxio than load, 

of higher toxioity materials requires that the performance of available 

devices be determined to assess their adequacy, and to determine the

spheres.

Present U. S. Bureau of Minoa* spec if io at ions for the design and 

testing of respirators are based on dusts* fumes and mists from

Ths increased use

than lead, whereas the radioactive nuolidos Pu-239, Po-210 and Sr-90 

are respectively considered 5 million, 2 billion and 3 billion times

concern as to whether the high efficiency filters now incorporated in 

are used anywhere near their accepted static test values 

Under many conditions, however, their effioaoy has

Xt la tbs purpose of this study to * 
evaluate over-all respirator performance on fine aaroaols (<0.2 u)

and to develop equips*nt whereby a greater degree of respiratory 

protection say be assured with reliability for highly toxio atmos* 

contaminants, it is imperative that the controlling factors associated 

with the effective use of respirators bo clearly defined and that the 

scbedu.es


Leakage values previously obtained In thia laboratory during

World War II and elsewhere on half masks and full face masks Indicate 

on

designed for protecting military personnel under contest conditions 

where comfort in daily use for normal occupations Is not of primary 

concern.

Supplied air devices which are used for emergencies in Atomic

Energy Ctumsission installations consist of full fsce masks and demand

1.

These factors

4 2.

- 2 -

Tbs major objective of this respirator evaluation project is to 

study and evaluate existing devices and to modify them or develop now 

devices for respiratory protection against highly toxic radioactive 

and non-radloaotive aerosols encountered in nuclear processes. 

Specifically, the following items are of principal concern in the 

achievement of the major objective.

With positive pressure 

demand valves those devices can provide considerable protection beyond 

the filter types but their performance has not yet been evaluated for 

requirements as severe as outlined above.

valves which customarily require a portable supply cylinder or s self

generating canister such as tbs "Cbemox".

upon facial contours, suspension tension and conditions of wearing. 

Considerable work has been done by Silverman, et al (1-6) 

breathing requirements for military masks.

that the leakage values may range from 1 to 20 per cent on the half 

masks and from less than 1 to 5 per cent on full face masks,* depending

A study should bo made of the factors influencing respirator 

or protectivs breathing device performance, 

include pulsating air flow, facial seal, valve leakage and 

sealing, comfort, filter media factors, resistance, visual 

field and interference with performance.

Initially, there should bo developed an evaluation procedure 

for rating and qualifying personal protective equipment on 

wearers for determining their performance under conditions

These masks were, however.



comparable to exposure to highly toxic radioactive material*

such as plutonium and non"radioactive materials such as

3.
equipment In the light of Atomic Energy Comission require

ments must be conducted.

U.

hour dally use must be considered.

Bench

efficiency values obtained under steady conditions of flow. Eff 1-

values obtained at

correspondingly steady state flow. An extension of the above studies

A. An evaluation of respiratory factors influencing performance 

of respirators will include laboratory studies on a manikin and human 

be Ings .

ciency values under pulsating flow conditions are higher at low mean 

velocities and lower at high mean velocities than

and a coarse fiber glass media, filter efficiency under conditions of 

pulsating flow at a given mean velocity could not be predicted from

to cover a wider particle size range and other media is indicated but 

will not be made in this study.

beryllium.

An evaluation of existing types of respiratory protective

The development and an evaluation of a satisfactory maximum 

comfort minimum effort respiratory protective device for 8

Preliminary 

results indicated that for a single particle size (approximately 1 p.)

The effects of pulsating flow on dynamic mask leakage and basic 

filter media efficiency are essentially unevaluated at present, 

studies with a dynamic aerosol generator and breather pump (9) 

to provide pulsating air flow has been conducted by H. S. Jordan 

at the Harvard University School of Public Health (10).

The immediate problem of interest to the ASC in this field was 

indicated as items (2) and (I4.) above and consequently the other two 

phases were considered as more basic than the applied research 

necessary for immediate field applications. If time and funds permit, 

itbms (1) and (3) will be investigated thoroughly.
- 3 -

In essence, the scope of such a study should include:



The human studies will be directed towards the evaluation of 

dynamic leakage under typical conditions of use such as walking and

The development of a dynamic method of performing sedentary tasks.

evaluating leakage could determine the effects of facial seal.

structural leakage, valve, leakage and valve opening pressure.

Leakage has been largely determined in the past by chamber testa.

although at present the U. S. Bureau of Mines is experimenting with a

DOP peripheral seal test. The British at their Chemical Defense Center

at Porton and our Chemical Corps Bacteriological Warfare Laboratory at

Fort Detrick have developed a mask leakage evaluation using BG spores

as a test aerosol and a cotton collector inserted in the mouth, or by

use of an inner mask filter. Since this is a 1 average site

which must bo worn Imposes additional breathing resistance and alters

mask conditions. The use of a gas or a submicron aerosol should there

fore bo more representative in quantitating leakage on a wearer. The

approximately 2,

etc .

It should also be noted

aerosol used in this study is characterised by a geometric mean size 

(by count) of 0.2 micron with a geometric standard deviation of 

suspensoid, it is not necessarily indicative of the penetration of 

smaller sises and as another handicap the mask or mouth collector 

The addition of hoses or appurtenances to the mask body for such 

tests imposes a condition which distorts actual wearing conditions and 

influences suspension, tension, weight, etc. Therefore, it is felt 

that a new and non-limitIng procedure or device for rating performance 

during its actual wearing or use is necessary, 

that subjective reactions to leakage in a gas chamber are not entirely 

quantitative. Some differences will appear based on the sensory 

response of the subject. The need seems appropriate for the use of 

light weight, non-obstructive equipment which measures the aerosol 

Intake (through leakage around the mask and through the filter) in a 

representative and proportional manner (during inhalation periods 

only). It may also be desirable to have a device which can appraise
- U -



andleakage during exhalation only to determine valve performance, 

B.

C .

or

which can have a light weight electric power operated blower or com

pressed air source with its own filter not limited to breathing 

capacities was one of the major objectives of this project.

thorefore,The primary objective of this study we hope will.

in areasprovide an Improved means of respiratory protection for use

To achieve thiawhere materials more toxic than lead are used.

The se include:discussed in this report.

devices for respiratory protection; and coordination of research 

efforts with other interested and responsible agencies.

- 5 -

in^rthod to evaluate respiratory protective equipment; evaluation of the 

effectiveness of some examples of existing equipment; development of 

possibly during both phases of respiration.

On the basis of past experience and development of the dynamic

eventually be responsible for the approval procedure and methods.

Development of a simple light weight positive pressure mask 

protective shield device that can be worn without discomfort and 

for comparing existing devices.

demonstrated to the U. S. Bureau of Mines personnel since they will

objective, new procedures and devices have been developed and will be 

development of a test 

leakage method, it has been possible t** develop an evaluation procedure 

This evaluation procedure has been
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AEC Committee was in essence that the over-all penetration should not

diameter.

Appendix 1.

In addition to the Committee’s specifications, it was necessary

to develop a testing system that was light in weight and portable for

In the design of the equipment it was necessaryfield application.

to consider the following factors, each of which will be discussed in

A.

As outlined in the introduction. the use of a submicron aerosol

would permit the most representative quantitation of respirator leak-

The general characteristics desired in such an aerosol material age .

are, a) the ability to generate an aerosol in the size range of 0.1 to 

0.5 at adequate air concentrations, b) a detection sensitivity which 

will permit defining penetration of less than 0.1 per cent, c) low 

toxicity, and d) low cost.

Fluorescent pigments and dyes appeared to possess these minimum
)

desirable characteristics so initial attention was given these

materials.

be greater than 0.1 per cent for particles of 0.1 to 0.5 micron 

The complete report of the Subcommittee is attached as

Each of these factors will be discussed in the order given above. 

Development of an Appropriate Evaluation Aerosol

DEVELOPMENT OF A TEST METHOD TO EVALUATE RESPIRATORY 
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A number of pigments were acceptable but they required 
- 6 -

this report. 
Development of an appropriate evaluation aerosol. 
Method of aerosol generation. 
Exposure chamber design. 
Aerosol sampling system 
Determination of respiratory air flow volumes.

In this development, we were guided by the tentative specifica

tions set forth by the Subcommittee on Requirements, AEC Committee on 

Respiratory Protective Equipment, in their report of April lU, 1959.

With respect to testing requirements, the primary specification of the



moderately toxic and highly volatile solvents for solution and

dispersal.

were
their use resulted in exposure of the test subject to a

hazard.

Thiswithout the liabilities inherent in fluorescent pigments.

di-eodium salt of fluorescein is readily soluble in water insuring

It iscompatibility with all generation and sampling equipment.

considered non-toxic and has been used widely as an approved food

Fluorescein is applied as a diagnostic aid in medicine.color.

Intravenous administration of 3-U ml. of a 20 per cent solution is

This technique can beused in the determination of circulation time.

The instrumentation used in the analysis for uranine is shown in

Figure 1.

is filtered by a Kodak Wratten Filter No. U7. The light causes the

sample containing uranine located at D to fluoresce. The light

emitted from the sample passes through a Kodak Wratten Filter No. 15

The intensitythat is located in the sample bolder housing unit at D.

of this light, which is proportional to tbe content of uranine in the

under study, 
moderately toxic vapor, and they presented a fire and explosion

These solvents presented manifold difficulties since they 

not compatible with materials used .in certain aerosol generators

sample is measured by an RCA No. 1P21 photomultiplier tube (indicated 
• 7 -

Uranine, a cozmerclal dyestuff previously used as a tracer in air 

pollution field work (11) possessed the same desirable characteristics

The light of the incandescent light source indicated at C

repeated at intervals of several days without ill effects. Toxicolog

ical data presented on fluorescein demonstrates its low toxicity (12). 
It is assumed that the di-sodium salt of fluorescein will have 
similar properties.

Uranine is excited by light of UUOO to 5000 X and emits at 5700- 
5900 X. It can be detected in very low concentrations (10“^ g) using 
modified commercial instrumentation components. An initial survey 
using uranine WSS supplied by General Dyestuff Company, Indicated that 
a submicron aerosol could be reliably generated. Aerosol generation 
will be discussed in the next section.



Aa indicated in Figure 2, aaa low aa 10

Higher concentrations can be

The

Detector dark current can bo reduced by deaic-current in the tube.
Thia Improvement ia not noweating and refrigerating the detector.

For the generation of particles with a mean also in the range of 

0.1 to 0.5 u, several Connerdaily available nebulisera wore tooted

A a ternary of the experimental data ia uaing uranine aa the aeroaol.

preaented in Table 1.

The Dautrebando nebuliser produced an aerosol that waa too small

for our present atudies. the Dautrebando nebulizer may boHowever,

very heterogeneous.

The standard deviation of the Devilbioa nebulisor aeroaol waa 6.7 when

a midget impinger was used in aeries with the nebulisor. Thia high

degree of heterogenity and the low geometric moan also made the

tion ranges of U x 10 

la reproducible within 5 per cent.

used in the future if particle aisea loss than 0.1 jt are neceeeary.
The DeVilbioa nebulisor (under the conditions specified in Table

at A) in connection with an Bl-Dorado Photometer Model PH2OO (shown 
at B).

Thia arrangement permits the detection of uranine concentrations

detected by diluting the specimens which contain IO ml per sample, 

sensitivity of the analytical technique can bo improved with 

the use of a more sensitive phototube and with a reduction of dark

grama per ml of water, 

linear relationship (on log-log paper) la obtainable in the concentre- 
“9 g/ml to 2 x 10"^ g/ml. The calibration curve

DeVilbiaa inadequate for our present atudiea.
Palmer and Kingsbury (13) have reported uniform aeroaol product

ion in the deaired also range using a Vaponefrin nebulisor. In our 
teats (Runs 20 and 21 VM, Table 1) thia generator produced an accept
able aerosol with an appropriate distribution when a 1 per cent 
uranine solution waa used with a U paig generation pressure. Diffi
culty was encountered however, in obtaining a consistent geoseotric 
mean also under identical generating conditions. Apparently, the 
resolution used in the Palmer and Kingsbury study did not sufficient!., 
identify the smell particles in the background.

needed since adequate sensitivity ia available.
B. Method of Aerosol generation

1) alao produced a small aeroaol which was, however,



Fen-l-sol (glass)

•I

0.07U 6.75DV 1.0

Dautrebando D^qI (plastic)

PeVllblss (plastic)

6900

2OVW 
21VW

Vapqnefrjn (glass)

3360
3360

1.0
1.0

9.7
6.5

■o Inpinger 
1 0-3 • •

0.U6
0.23

Mo impinger 
1 0-3 •

Midget . 
Inplnger

ilk

Manufactured in Belgium.

Mg • 0.05 ** for soln. cone. SC *PP- upper limit of device (frothing) 
and for 10 psig to 20 psig.

11.2
10.1 
27 
6.0 "
0.215 2 0-3 •

13.0
19.6 
2.06 
1.32

»

Table 1

Summary of Aerosol Generating Data

Additional 
Equipment 
Modifying 
Particle Sl*e 
Distribution

Mg
U

Mg’Run ■ossle Flow Rato
In nl/nin. of air 

at 7O*P A 1U.7 P«ig

Sol.Cone., 
in C wt.

o 0reenburg-3ml th Inpingers
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The Pen-l-sol nebulizer consistently produced an aerosol with a

Pen-1-eol nebulizer.

1.

After additional mixing of the generated aerosol andaerosol at H.
the diluted test aerosol Is directed

Into the exposure chamber.

Particle slse analysis of the aerosol supplied to the helmet was

conducted by the collection of the aerosol on carbon coated electron

The collected aerosols were viewed under themicroscope screens.

electron microscope and siting was obtained from the electron*

A typical particle else distribution curve is presentedmicrographs.

In Figure 3 for the aerosol within the helmet under the normal

operating conditions as previously stated.
Hxpo 3 a ~ t. n—.b r rC.
In order to expose a man wearing a respirator to the test aerosol

while In a work situation an exposure chamber with certain unique

design features was required.

perform Its basic function, must provide a known concentration of 

The second requirement

without surrendering hie mobility to perform various work activities

- 10 -

slse particles are removed from the air stream.

has boon dried and filtered Is then metered at X and mixed with the

indicated by the letter E. 
The flow rate through the generator Is approxl*

dilution air In a second chamber.

( aerosol to the breathing sone of the subject.

of ths chamber design was that It permit exposure of the subject

la set at 9.5 pslg.
mately 3.5 1/m. The aerosol generated by the nebulizer Is then passed 

through two Impingers located st positions F and 0 where the larger

Dilution air which

geometric man size (on a count basis) in the range of O.UU to 0.29 u. 

The conditions stated in Table 1 under Run 16P were selected, as the 

operating conditions for generating the aerosol In subsequent tests.

The aerosol generation technique finally adopted was based on the 

The generation procedure Is shown In Photograph

A 2.35% solution of uranine is placed In the Psn-l-aol nebulizer 

The pressure indicated by the gage at D,

The exposure chamber. In order to



A chanter

The nonaal

the de taction of respirator leakages of loos than 0.1 per cent.

D. Aerpaol

A Mllllpore filter type/was chosen as the filter for collection of

Sample holders wore required for the exposure helmet and theuranine.

Ths design roqulroaeents for the respirator sample bolderrespirator.

were rigid. The sampler must permit the taking of a representative all

sample inside the respirator without interfering with normal use of

- 11 -

aerosol varied loss than 10 per cent witbin the ohaabar. 

concentration of uranine generated as described in tbs section on 

aerosol generation was 3-U mg uranino/cu.m. This concentration permits 

during tbs tost program. In addition, the chamber must bo so designed 

as to permit various connections to the respirator, provide full 

viaion for the subject, and allow the removal of tbo tost aerosol. 

This latter feature seemed especially dealrable with tbo sensitive 

analytical procedure in use since trace contamination of laboratory 

equipment could result in erroneous test results.

An exposure chamber incorporating the basic design features 

listed above was designed and io shown in Figure U. Tbo helmet 

platform (A) io the mln structural part. Tbo platform ia designed 

to permit tbo rapid assembly of two concentric and transparent 

cylindera (B). The aerosol is introduced through two ports (C) and 

distributed by impaction plates (D) in a shallow plenum (E) . The 

aerosol then passes through an open cell polyurethane pad (F) which 

insures homogeneous distribution of aerosol in tbo chamber. From the 

exposure sone the aerosol is exhausted through the annulus formed by 

the two plastic cylinders. Connectors for tubing leads to the 

respirator are provided for easy access as shown at (G)• 

prototype in tost position is shown in Photograph 2.

Tbo uniformity of distribution of aerosol within the chamber was 

evaluated by sampling with Mllllpore filters using the samplers to be 

described in a subsequent section of tbo report. Concentrations of



A small sampler was required to insure

fit. Weight consideration was necessary so that the designed

suspension of the roopIrator would not be modified. Blther of these

conditions would present unreallstic test conditions.

Miniature plastic filter holders were originally developed for

the filter seal was not absolute. The finalhowever,

sampler design la shown In Figure U. This sample, slightly larger

than a nlaide and weighing only 6 gms. has an aluminum body and a

integral hypodermic needle.

In setting up for a tost the

hypodermic needle la pushed from the Inside of the respirator through

the rubber frame.

sampler Is clipped to the Inside of the chamber. Catheter tubing la

used to attach the sampler to the auction source.

For representative teats the respirator sample should bo taken

only during Inhalation. A pressure sensing device to direct respire*

tor sampling during Inhalation was developed baaed on a F lahar -Porter

Precision Calibrator. The manufacturer*a description of this unit la
given below.

Ono aids of the unit

With

- 12 -

A screw top Inaurea a tight filter seal 

so that "by-passing** doos not occur.

the respirator by the subject.

that there would be no mechanical Interference with the respirator

"The Model 32CA11O Precision Comparator is a precise pneumatic 
oomparing device designed to sense the value of lone unknown 
pressure to one aide of a diaphragm separating a chamber while 
a eaonltorod pressure la applied tc the other side of the 
diaphragm. At the point of equilibrium an electric contact 
la opened to aotuate some indicating device, and the unknown 
pressure io determined from the value of the monitored pressure.”

The precision calibrator was modified by removing the bias spring 

and locating the diaphragm In a vertical plane.

Ths chamber sampler. Identical to the respirator

was open to atmosphere and the other connected to the respirator void 

by means of a hyopdermlc needle inserted through the frame.

correct orientation of the diaphragm the unit becomes a pressure 

sensing device with sensitivity of 0.01 to 0.02 "HgO. During inhala

tion the diaphragm is displaced, completing a direction circuit and



As exhala-

the respirator sampler.

shown In Figure 6.
Determination of Inspiratory Air Flow VolumesE.

The device.

the sampling line.

orifice Is shown In Figure 7.
A schematic of this sampling technique Is

valve opens and an aliquot of air passes through the capillary Into 

The soap film spirometer defines thia air volume.

opening an electric valve In the respirator sampling line, 

tlon is initiated the diaphragm moves to open the direction circuit and 
The duration of each inhalation

the respirator.
Since the air path la closed during exhalation the soap film moves 

- 13 -

the respirator filter or cartridge.

la in fixed ratio to total respiratory flow for a given respirator

subject.
A simple device acceptable for field use was developed based on 

existing instruments (U±, 1$). The device, shown in Figure 8, pro

vides a parallel air path of high resistance to the main path through

The flow in this allquoting path

A method of measuring the inspiratory air flow of tost subjects 

under working conditions was developed. The design requirements were 

that the device predict the minute voluee within ♦ 10 per cent and 

that it not interfere with the normal use of the respirator by the 

and filter design.

The parallel air flow path shown in Figure 8 consists of a 

hypodermic needle inserted in the mask, a solenoid operated valve 

directed by the pressure sensing device which opens only during 

Inhalation, a capillary resistance, and a soap film spirometer which 

acts as a flow integrating device. During the Inhalation phase the 

close the respirator sampling valve, 
period is recorded on an integral timer which records the total 

sampling time. The helmet sampler is continuously sampling during the 

tost. The total air volume sampled from both samplers is determined 

from total sampling time and flow rate through a critical orifice in 

The calibration of the helmet sampler critical 

A similar calibration is available for 



Measurement of a single

- 1U -

atepwiae progressing only during inhalation, 
inhalation or average breathing volume is therefore possible.

I As an examplet the calibration curve for the determination of the
flow rate through the respirator as a function of the pressure drop 
across a test respirator with respect to flow through the aliquotsr 
is presented in Figure 9. The relationship of the flow rates through 
three conneroially available respirators with respect to flow rate 
through the aliquoter are presented in Table 2.



Table 2

Relationship of Respirator to Aliquoter ’’low Rates

Flow Rate Through Respim.^otTest Respirstor

is the flow rate through the aliquoter in

- 15

Z No.
Z No.
Y No.

X No.
X No.
X No.

1
3
3

1
2
3

A
A

* Where QA 
ml/min.

1/min

2.31 x 103 qa 
2.23 x lO^ qa
2.23 x lO^ qa 
3.81 x 103 qa 
3.U3 x 103 Q 
3.72 x 103 q 
2.70 x 103 qa
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Teats have included the measurement

A.

The resistance to Inhalation at a flow rate

It may be

The first

I
Us ing

WS

EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF EXISTING 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Present studies have involved the testing of half face masks or 

respirators produced by Mine Safety Appliances, American Optical 

Company and the Willson Company,

of air resistance to Inhalation and the penetration of the aerosol 

through respirators worn by the manikin and human subjects.

Inspiratory Resistance of Various Respirators

The resistance to air flow (Inhalation) of representative samples 

of the respirators have been determined under conditions of air flows 

ranging from less than 20 1pm to approximately 85 1pm as presented in 

Figures 9, 10, and 11.

of 85 1pm for these respirators are listed in Table 3.

Calibration data to determine the flow rate through the aliquoter 

for a given flow rate and corresponding pressure drop through the 

respirators was presented in Figures 9, 10, 11 and Table 2.

noted that the flow rate through the aliquoter la approximately 0.03 

to 0.05 per cent of the flow rate through the respirator.

The resistance values presented in Table 3 are in all oases 

greater than those specified by the AEC Committee on Respiratory 

Protective Equipment. For "Comfort", the Committee recommended that 

the maximum resistance to air flow at 85 1pm be; for inhalation, 

1.25" HgO and for exhalation, 0.75" H20.

B. Penetration of A&rospl with Respirator Sealed to Face of Manikin

The results of the tests with a variety of respirators sealed to 

the face of a manikin are summarised in Tables U and

series of tests as indicated in Table U was conducted at a steady flow 

rate through the X No. 3 respirator. The average penetration was 

approximately 0.25 per cent under the conditions stated above, 

the breather pump set for a flow rate of 36.3 1pm as indicated in 

Table 5, the penetration of the aerosol through the respirators sealed
- 16 -
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Resistance to An’ Flow <Initiation} in Respirators

Reap irator 
Manufacturer

Resistance. at 35 Liters/minute
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Test No.
Teat No.
Teat No.

NOTE:

- Itt -

Conditions of Test: Manikin tests were 
conducted with the respirators sealed to the 
face of the manikin. In each case the flow 
rate was 36.3 liters per minute (622 mkg. earn).

I

Table U

Summary of Aerosol Penetration 
Through 

Respirators on Manikin

Respirator
X No. 3

Under Condition of Steady Plow 
20 Liters/mlnute

Penetration Through Respirator, 
In Per cent

• 
• 
• 

ooo

h>
V»

H
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Table 5

MOTE:
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Respirator 
Manufac turer

Sucnary of Effect of Pulaatlng Flow 
on 

Penetration Through Respirator

Penetration Through Respirator, 
la Per Cent

..... ii ■■■■■■—■.. .... .. ......... ■ ■ ..ii-im . .... ... ..... ......................

ConditIona of Test: Manikin tests were 
conducted with the respirators sealed to 
the face of the manikin. In each case 
the flow rate was 36.3 liters per minute 
(622 mkg. cam).
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1 Th* X Vo. 1 which bad approximately the moat character!*ties.

undesirable air realatanoa characterlaties displayed th* boat
On tba baaia of perfor-oollaction characteristic* of thoaa toatad.

under teat condition*.

C.

in Table fe.
Bad face fitting increased the normalnoted during two teat*.

Th* Z respirators ware, a*

th* collection of tba teat aerosol•

• 20 •

penetration by an eatimetod factor of 10. 

a factor of IO lea* effective in 

th* respirator* under condition* of sedentary breathing are presented 

Th* effects of bad face fitting of tb* respirator ware

in the ease of th* manikin test*.

to th* face of the manikin varied considerably with respect to the 

type of respirator used. Th* Z respirator which had relatively good 

air resistance characteristic* displayed relatively poor collection

ftnotrttlcR of Mroscl with Respirator on Bwaon >uhl*ot»
The results of pulsating flow teat* with human subjects wearing

mance and ceaefort, th* Y Vo. 3 respirator rated tb* moat acceptable 



Foor fit.

Inpoaalble 
to fit.

Mi

with respirator fixed

*
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Toata wore conducted under conditions of 
sedentary breathing 
tightly to the hoed.

S: ondltlona of Teets:

earn

Table 6

CouaeentoIto spire tor 
Manuf acturer

Aerosol Penetration 
Through Respirator 

In Per Cent

Suamary of Aerosol Penetration 
Through

ReopIratora Worn by Human Sub Joe ta

Breathing Rate, 
In Lltera/minuta
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IV

DEVELOPMENT OF HEW RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

tb* design, dovel jp—nt andAo indiestod in the introductIon,
to

Two approaches in the development

the above objective. Both

which My occur between the edge of re op Ira tor and the face of the

if a forced air supply ware not provided.

unite are:

with roepoet to the asNbiont atmosphere.
design la pe malt ted by thio approach since sir flow resistance io no 

lon*or a factor of eoatfort with the use sf a forced filter air supply. 

The air flow etaractoriotico of tbs ultra filter weed in the X

ns intainin* at all tines a positive pressure within the respirator

More freedom in filter

tootin* of now respiratory protective equipment io e see nt lai 

provide more comfort and offeetivonoao in the proponed use of respire- 

tor a for highly tonic aerosols.

of now equipment have been used to aehievo

respirator do signa, Rarvard-AK Nark X and Nark XX are directed at 

the reduction or elimination of the in-leakage of toxic Mborialo 

uiet operation and low vibration.
• aS motor drive with disposable battery, 
power soot should be lose than 10 / per hour.

------- --------——— with Filtered roalUw Air Smlv
The Nark I reopiretor has been designed to provide a sufficient 

supply of filtered air to the wearer so that a positive pressure 

exists in ths mask at all tlsse. This design eliminates in-leakage by 

■gO, respectively.

rate would bo prohibitive

The supply blower requirements for both ths Nark X and Mark IX

(1) weight - 5 to 10 pounds.
(2) r* * ~ * * - - - -

respirator and a special Chalk River canister wore evaluated and are 

presented In Figure 12. The pressure drops across the above filters 

at 3 cfm, ths design flow rate for Mark I are 3.2 and 1.65 inches of 

The ultra filter pressure drop at the design flow

Sice • convenient ciao to carry on belt or shoulder 
harnsss.

(3) koias - qu
(U) Power - DC
(5) Coet - |

- 22 -
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Ths iarvard-A£C Mark X unit design requirements are such that

Since athe blower should supply 3 cfm at 1 Inch of water resistance.

to bo designed and de re loped*

Small light weight DC motors that are suitable for this application

were found to be available. Initially* fan designs wore fabricated

from sheet natal.

appeared desirable to cast the fan oloments in plastic with later

machining to tbs exact design desired.
suocoesful.

bolowi

1.

materials are oil leone rubber potting comp undo which cure
«

st room temperature.

3. Cast fan o lemon to using an epoxy rosin formulation rein

forced with flberglao cloth. The epoxy rosin used in our

Michigan.
be Conduct required machining on cast fan.

use

suitability in these applications.

inch diameter plastic fan. 

Cremer PB 8202.

A centrifugal wheel element appeared 

to to the moot applicable type of air mover for thio application.

Fabrication of centrifugal fan designs was accelerated by tbs 

of vacuum forming techniques for plastic blower housings and details. 

A large number of miniature DC motors wore tested to determine their 

This technique proved quite 

The sequence of operations that are involved are describee

Fabrication of wood pattern of tbs basic fan element design.

Form amid with Dow Corning Silastic RTF 881 or 882.

Tables 7 and 8.

suitable motor-blower sot was not commercially available* a unit had

work was Ren Laminating Nix Rosin RP 1710a and Hardener RP 

171QA* Ron Plasties* 5322 South Coder Street* Lansing,

Since a wide range of designs wore considered* it

The two motor-blower designs that showed the moat promise ere 

illustrated in Photograph 3. The Delco #5 067 OU 3 smtor drives a 2f 

A 2 inch diameter fan la powered by tbs

Per formal his data on these fans are pro sen tod in 

and Figures 13 and 11*.

- 23 -



Ths Deleo unit requires • 12 rnlt source with *n Initial

Two Biu jcr: Model TW1, 6 volt dryoarrent drain of UOO ■ill«ampere*,

The wrrlot life of th*

batter lee on thia application la .16 L'urn oaa^d on a discharge of

Since the unit eoat of tbeee oatterlea la *1»61 the

hourly eoet for such operatlone la approx ima te 1 y 20 cento.

The Cremnr unit 1* powered et 6 volts with an Initial current

Two TW1 3 are used because of the highdrain of 1OOO milllamporos.

current drain.

The eorreapondAng power coat la 33 cents per <mur.hours.

The total weight of the power pack for each wilt of the Deleo

and Creater nodal* is 6.5 pounds. The over-ell dims nsions of the

battery pack are 5—3/8 * 5-3/U x U«15/16 inches. The Deleo unit is

unit beenose of its greater capeel y.considered the sort desirable

more efficient operation and longer battery life.

Plastic Models and metallic forma of the Hark I and Mark XI

respirators are shown In Photographs U and 5. The Mark T models r.re

ths left-hand side of the photographs. A *-cb"iaatlc alagrass of theon

coaeplete Mark I and Mark II units is presented in Figure 15.
B.

The above Craster unit is being ssod tried to supply 1 0I11 at 1 inch
of water on a 3 volt system. It is believed that with these lower

costs ean be achieved.

a positive displacement blower 1s being

developed for both Mark I and Mark II applications. The efficiency

of this unit should bo much higher than the efficiency obtained with

ths centrifugal fans

- 2L -

Positive Edge Seal Respirator wit 
ementarv Sw>p) v ______ _____

At the present time.

per day, the aorvice life of such a power pack Is approximately IO

batteries are used to power this alt.

Based on the same intermittent discharge of U hours 

requirement*, a compact, light w*!ht *nlt with relatively low power
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Table 7

Blower performance Teat, Cramer PB 82OZ, Wheel #2

VelocityTotalSetup

9605.4 o9300 •0021 01.35 o1.35 0Blocked Entry
6750 4.55 14.05.2 .00032.05 .00231100.40.4Direct to Balloon

5.0 14.33.441090 .00031.55 7300 .0022.56 .03Direct to Spirometer

7800 13.85.0 1050 2.0 .00029.0021.90 .O1.91

980 87505.0 .51 4.5o .0020 .000091.201.20

Where:

(2) Shaft hp • j0( I) * 27 per cent

E motor • 30 per cent

.24 t.

(3) Air hp -

(4) Mechanical efficiency blower ■» Air
IP

Air
Hp

Mechanical
Efficiency

Per Cent

Speed RPMPower 
Consumption 
£.__ I

Q
CFM

Shaft
Hp

n

Orifice A e
Orifice B

e (1) Total head • static head / velocity bead 
Max. Q of 2 cfra Ln 1

Heed, "H.O 
Static

inch diameter pipe hy ■ .O1

E " Output ■ 2 /P TO 
Input 3 3,Odd

From data sheet .25 os-in.. 26 v, 9000 rpn



r: x z I ~z X XX X z rxr~x X -X Z~B4*

I

Table 3

Ht-,Setup

81*00 .002061.9 11.3 3U0 Oo 9Blocked Entry

UBO 21.8.62 6950 .0006356.5Direct to Balloon .0029111.3

.82 7250Direct to Spirometer 1*60 5.0 .00061*611.3 .00279 23.2
1.1*8 78501*00 27 .811.3 .0021*3 .0006762.90

Orifice B 1.72 82003U0 .7511.3 .00206 .000203 9.9

I)Who re :

(3) Mechanical Efficiency Fan “ Air

—

Air 
Hp

Blower Performance Teat, Delco #5O670i*3» Wheel #6 
12 V Operation

Power 
Consumption

Q 
CFM

Mechanical
Efficiency 
Per Cent

Speed 
RPM

Shaft 
' Hp

Hp
shaft tip

• Orifice A 
IX»

h2o

(2) Air Hp « Q Ht
6350

(1) Shaft Hp « .1*0 (E x 
7U6



COORDIMATIOW OF RESEARCH ^FFQFTS WTT< MUTUALLX INTERESTED AGKPCIE3

In Dec««b«r 1959. Mr. J. J. Fit*gerald visited the Health end

Information to determine if the Bureau would adopt the evaluation 

procedure.

December,

the bio-assay-exposure relationship in a work population wearing 

respirators.

An Initial proposal of this project, the conduct of in-plant 

evaluation of respirators during normal operations, was discussed on 

The designed portability of the present sampling equipment will permit

on-slte testing with minimal interference to tbs subject. A packaged

unit for AEC site use in testing respirator usage la to bo constructed 

Mr. Neil, Chalk River, visited Hsrvsurd University on other matters 

.nd at this time we briefly discussed the evaluation program and the

At that time we

and it is hoped that the first application will be made by August, 

1960.

Harvard University study, 

this laboratory during the wook of February 7, I960 and reviewed tbs 

A later follow-up visit was made byrespirator evaluation technique.

Messrs. Pearco, Watson, and Porsak on May U, 1960 to obtain additional

3tannerd and Mr. R. Wilson, attention was given available respiratory 

protection, influence of particle also on respirator efficiency, and 

Safety Activity, Bureau of Mines, to review the classical techniques 

of respirator testing and evaluation, and to present the proposed 

uranine aerosol generation and sampling techniques developed for the 

Mr. Persak of ths Bureau of Mines visited 

Mr. J. J. Fitagerald visited tbs University of Rochester in 

1959 and reviewed the rospirstory protection problems at 

this site with Mr. R. Wilson. In a later discussion with Dr. J.

several occasions with Mr. H. Schulte, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

eatures of advanced respirator design. A follow-up visit was madSby 

a*. Leslie Silverman and Mr. J. J. Fitsgerald. 

btained a Chalk River respirator to evaluate at Harvard.
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the following cowmen ts can ba

air supply of at least U cfm

cent.
The intake of material witn an air supply of U cfm was

conditions were held constant.

Tbe reduction in penetration as a function of air supply

nential function.

Additional data will be collected to determine the relatl'mship 

between the supply air flow rate and the decree of penetration under 

various conditions of use.

Future plans Involve tbe use of the sampling system in operational

Diacussion* have boon hold with operational personnel toareas.

achieve this goal.

The new respiratory protective equipment doaeritod in Section TV 

will bo tooted in the laboratory and under operational conditions.

using the manikin and human studios.

date are included in Table 9.

U.
using tbs asses subject in each case could be oxproaoed ss an oapo- 

FTon the data pre eon tod in Table 9,

3.
increaood by a factor of approximately 2.5 when conditions wore 

changed from sedentary to U5OO ft. lbs. per minute. All other

1. Under working conditions, an
la required to knop ths degree of penetration leas than 1 per cent.

2. Under inhalation conditions of spproxlmately 36 liters per 

minute the penetration can be maintained at levels lees than 0.03 P«r

RESEARCH IM PROGRESS AMD FUTURE FLAMS

Tbe efficiency of tbe MSA. Airline Respire tor at flow rates of 

1 to U cfm is being determined under sedentary and working conditions

The results of the tests to

I I



Table 9

Respiretore at Various Supply VolumePenetration of Airline

Penet.Subject

0.002$1 0.0911

0.006U52

0.0220 0.017912

0.0116 0.0)02 B
0.01150.0069 c3

0.00595 O.OOUQU3 1

0.00)63 3.122

2.56U 0.0)090.0127D
0.0062

0.0259

- 29 -

CFM
—
Run f % Penet.

(U|00 

< Penet.

Mot enough 
supply air.

CopdltlQflS 
hunana 
< Penet.



AFPEMDIX I

)

for safe

nt.

X. JIRATQR3 - KECHAMKAL FXMCT AMP CHEHKAL A-PflORMMTMA3JU amp &

Over-all penetration

2.

at 85 liters per minute;
inhalation •

oso to

Devloo should be capable of being worn for two U-hour 
f a *imh mm *na<n avtnt* •pain spots.such a*

w

notratIon beyond ths permissible —rlnua or adversely 
i other stated criteria.

.. Maximum resistance to airflow, 
1.25* H2O, exhalation ■ 0.75* MyO.

Maxims* weight of complete facepiece
" Center of gravity i ‘

AfiC W fiPyg<AT<yX PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

REPORT OF THE SUE-C JI ITTE- OK KJQUIREKSMTS

REQUIREMENTS FOR RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT FOR USE AS 
PROTECTION AGA DI ST ATMOSPHERES COMT A DIIMO SXOMXFXCAMTUT MORE TOXIC 

THAW LEAD PARTICULATES*

, includ 
should be a*

d. Cartridges, canisters and other projections should be 
so located that, for 90* or none of the wearers, unrestricted freedom 
of head aoTwwnt la provided.

o. The face-piece should Incorporate a "chin-cup" to 
Minimise moveamnt of ths mask.

f. The device should Incorporate features that will per
mit utilisation of corrective or protective spectacles without 
increasln 
affecting
•the following specif lea £iona pertain to ths component* of ths respir
atory equipment that actually provide respiratory protection! vis., 
mask and respirator facepieces, etc., but do not include the require
ments for supplementary ooc*ponents suoh as bottled gas supplies, air
supply piping systems, pumps, etc.

- 30 -

o. Device should be capable of bel 
periods daily without objectionable discomfort, 
etc.

1. FsrfoCTtenct^1 *t Over-all penetration^2^ of the device 
shall bo lass than O.lo*. Any specific device (or • else series 
thereof) shall provide fits that will assure no greater than the 
stated pens tretIon for at least 95* of the wearers, regardless of race 
or sex. The 5* not achieving the stated protection shall be Identi
fied by some measurable facial or personality criterion.

b. I 
cartridges, etc. • 1.25 lbs. 
the face as possible to minimise neck fatigue.

The Atomic Energy Coasalsslon Cu emit too on Respiratory Protective 
ms nt has here in synthesised certain objective requiresmnta for 
raterv protective devices to assist users, vendors, and manu

facturers in understanding what characteristics and features are 
deaired In such equipment to most fully moot customer requirements 
for safe, comfortable, and functional equlpsmnt. The specif lections 
that follow do not not forth the eoeqplete requirements for the 
respiratory protective devices included but are intended to accentuate 
certain features that warrant special consideration. These specifi
cations represent the considered opinions of 23 ABC contractors, based 
on their experiences with such oqi



3.

beta radiation pro toot ion, should have a mini——fo

d.

U.
Ct—ok valves ahall bo present at the Inlot and outlet porta.

5.

wrinkle a.

B.

2.

faoo seal leakage

-MASKS

Over-all penetration

proved standards for safety Iona 
bty Council.

APB
1. Performance 

be loaa than 1.05. 
shall provide fits that will assure no greater than the stated 
penetration for at least 955 of the wearers, regardless of race or aox 
The 55 not achieving the atatod protection ahall be identified by some

6. Standardisation: Where 
bo standardised to permit inters 
eaniatora or supplied air.

Vlalop:
a. Use of the device ahoold not restrict normal binocular 

vision more than 305, baaed on teats on several representative 
individuals.

Comfort: 
Marin:— resistance to airflow. 

( exhalation • 0.75*

a. Device must toe capable of being 
being washed in mild soap for 15 minutes at 
without functional Impairment.

o. The Iona should newt 
material issued by the Bational 1

Air inlets should minimise lens fogging.

(1) Based on tests perfomsd with a gas and/or a standardised homo** 
go ns o us particulate aerosol in the site range 0.1 p • 0.5 P diameter 
and with pulsating airflows.
(2) Over-all penetration implies the combined penetration from all 
sources such as the filter medium, faoo seal leakage, leakage by 
valves, speaking diaphrans, etc.

- 31 -

decontaminated $0 tines by 
120 "P and sterilised

b. Lona, 
density of 500 mg

Bible, facepiece components should 
goablo use of filters, cartridges.

a. Marl— resistance to airflow, at 65 liters per minute; 
inhalation * 1.25" HgO, exhalation • 0.75* HgO.

b. Device should be capable of being worn for two U-hour 
periodo dally without objectionable discomfort, ouch as "pein spots," 
otc, 
(li Baaed' on tests performed with a

b. The device should be capable of being comp lately die- 
assembled and aaaosd>lod using a minimum of cossaon hand tools or 
special tools provided by the manufacturer.

The device should have a smooth interior and exterior 
finish, incorporating design features which el Inina to cracks, 1 
pita and overlapping parts. Canvas or other absorbent am to rials 
should not be used.

MJUL
over-all penetration^2^ of the devloe shall 

• Any specific device (or a also aeries thereof)

penetration for at least 955 of ths wearers, re, 
Ths 55 not achieving the stated protection shal 
measurable facial or personality criterion.



I

>
affecting ths

5. Standardisation: Whore possible. facepiece oncgionento should bo 
standardised to permit interchangeable use of filters, cartridges, 
canisters or supplied air.

a. Device must be sapable of being decontaminated 50 tinea bp 
being washed in mild sosp for 15 minutes st 120*F and sterilised 
without functional impaimsnt.

bio of being oomplotoly disassembled 
coasnon hand tools or special tools

d. Ths device should ineorporo< 
cation of corrective or pro toe tire spec taeles without Increasing
other stated criteria. '

b. The device should bo o< 
and assentled using a Minimus i 
pro ride d by the amnufaeturor.

-w—i. canisters, and other proJoetloM should be so 
for 90s or more the ths wearers, unrestricted freedom

o. Cartridges 
located that, f . 
of head women t la presided.

e. Ths device should hare a assn nth interior and exterior finish. 
Incorporating design features which eliminate er ache, wrinkles, pita 
and overlapping parts. Canvas or other absorbent materials should 
not bo used.

to features that will permit st111-

ponotratlon beyond the permissible earl mum or adverse
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For thia reason qualitative

This type of teat doea not, however, givereapIrator penetration.

In thia otud$reliable and reproducible aaaeaaaeant of actual leaking.

attention baa been given to more definitive Methods of evaluating

gross facial acai.
A nuatoor of techniques, all briefly described below, have boon

to the quantitativeutilland for determining facial aoal in addition

approechoa already described in thia report.

The subject wearing the teat respirator1.

la blanked off and the subject bolds his breath. The initial static

auction io noted and a auction versus time plot la obtained. Rapid

decay of auction indicates face aoal leakage, presuming the balance of

the respirator has integrity. The smjor drawbacks to thia technique

are the reliance on the subject to cooperate and quantitative eases•-

me nt Is difficult because excess resistances are created.

2.

This aerosol la applied around

the mask aa worn by the subject. After the respirator la removed the

subject la removed to a dark room and the seal area is fluoresced wit:

If the facial seal io satis-

• 33 -

a suitable ultra-violet light source.

factory, a discrete parting lino will bo noted aa in the Bureau of

Aerosol dispensing cans of Zyglo Ponetrex Penetrant (Magna- 

flux Corporation, Vow York 36, V.T. ) producea particles readily vlalbl 

in an ultra-violet lamp irradiation.

is defined by the procedure described in thia report.

able to accept the concept that a major portion of the total penetra

tion will bo leakage at the face seal.

odor or sensory teats of respirator fit (exposure to isoamyl acetate, 

ammonia, phosgene) have boom the primary methods for evaluating gross

QUALITATXVK KVALQATXOV CP PACK 3KAL LEAKAOB

The total penetration resulting from all avenues of entry, as 

wall as ths periphery only, of s contaminant into the respirator void
It is reason-

inspires, ths inlet



i

fluorescence la notedNines eoal dust procedure.

3.

In this test tbs respirator must be filled with a charcoal canister 

to remove the Freon from the primary air.

Ths Bureau of Minea DOF teat conalata of exposure to a
Prefiltered air la fed

Ex haoat air from thethrough a supply port to -be respirator.
7 his

a liquid aerosol.

Ina Ide the facial seal boundary.
ven lent and certainly more discriminating than the early coal duet 

Xf leakage occurs. 
Thia teat la felt to be more con-

U.
dioctyl pthalate (DOF) liquid aerosol.

technique.
Freon gas is fed to the aeal area with a probe and the 

of Freon la sensed in the respirator cavity by sampling at

respirator la monitored for the presence of tbs contaminant, 

teat requires modification of the respirator and Involves the use of 

presence 

tbs exhalation valve with a General Electric Type H-2 Leak Detector.
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FIGURE 5- SAMPLE HOLDER
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FIGURE 6 - AFROSOL SAMPLING SYSTEM
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FIGURE 8- INSPIRATORY AIR FLOW VOLUME INDICATOR
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Aerosol generating system
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Delco and Cramer supply unitsPHOTOGRAPH 3.
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Mark I and Mark 11 respirators


